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 German Shepherd Virtues: Lessons Learned from Our Faithful Companions Hardcover

There are certain characteristics we find honorable in each other and valuable to leading a good life. We call

these characteristics virtues. -Melissa Sovey

Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and AvailabilityThere are certain characteristics we find honorable in each other and

valuable to leading a good life. We call these characteristics virtues. -Melissa SoveyThis beautiful gift book uses the model of the German Shepherd-with their

associated traits of service, loyalty and honor-as guides or role models for virtuous behavior. Stunning photographs of German Shepherds are accompanied by quotes

reflecting on 44 virtues. The quotes and the subject matter easily apply to all of our canine companions. This book would make the perfect graduation gift, or as a

token of appreciation for anyone who owns or works with a service dog... or for anyone who loves and appreciates the lessons that all dogs have to offer

us.BiographyMelissa Sovey has written gift books, short stories, and an award-winning coffee table book. She and her husband live in the north woods of Wisconsin

where they enjoy year-round outdoor sports and the tranquility of nature. Melissa has lived in Chicago and Detroit... but her heart has always been in the country.

(Even if there aren't any Starbucks. Or Whole Foods. Or trendy little shoe stores; which is fine because all you really need in the north woods are a pair of rubber

boots, some furry mukluks and a cheap pair of flip flops for the six or so weeks you get to wear them).Melissa is currently compiling material for a project based on

her latest gift book, It's A Girl Thing: Random Thoughts on Surviving Womanhood. Please visit her website www.melissasovey.com and post a comment on one of

her Random Thoughts or e-mail her at melissa@melissasovey.com with one of your own survival tactics! Your thoughts will be published with your permission.
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